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Statement of the Identity of the Amicus Curiae
Your Amicus Curiae, Andrew Dudley Jackson, has a Bachelor of Arts
1

degree in History and Philosophy from St. Joseph s College (currently Calumet
College of St. Joseph), a Master of Arts in History from Purdue University, and
a Juris Doctor from The John Marshall Law School in Chicago, Illinois. He is
not engaged in legal practice but has for nearly twenty years worked with
various grassroots organizations and coalitions committed to preserving
individual rights, the fair and impartial administration of justice as well as the
rule of law in America, and appropriate government transparency as well as
accountability in the United States. Inspired by Shreya Mandal, JD, LMSW, CHt
and her article, Why Calling It Trauma Minimizes American Torture, Jackson
and his fellow co-founders of The Law Project1 set out to define the elements
of persecution and torture imposed through U.S. legal system abuse. When
the effort began, their primary focus was on validating the thousands of
Americans subjected to serial violations of their federal rights under color of
law, including but not limited to court action. It seemed that describing their
1

The Law Project is a common reference to National Judicial Conduct and
Disability Law Project, Inc. (NJCDLP), a nonprofit legal reform organization
headquartered in the Chicago metropolitan area. Amicus Curiae Andrew
Dudley Jackson is a co-founder, Executive Committee Board Member, and
Deputy Director of NJ CD LP.
1
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experiences as the persecution if not torture they appear to be, would help
establish that related trauma was not self-imposed or reflective of some
character deficiency on the part of those tortured.

Unfortunately or

fortunately, depending on perspective . . . or perhaps the better term is
unexpectantly, the first related evidence to be featured derived from
escalating persecution of your Amicus Curiae Andrew Dudley Jackson and his
fellow co-founders of The Law Project
In reporting their difficulties to the U.N. Human Rights Committee,
Jackson and his colleagues endeavored to establish the ineffectiveness/futility
of domestic remedies. They explained:

(P)ersecution and torture imposed through U.S. legal system
abuse is unrelenting; serial and substantial or total denials of
relief are part of its pathology. It is difficult to imagine serving
such an end without some level of concerted action. But
identifying the conspirators based on anything more than their
patent involvement is generally beyond the province of average
We lack the investigation and interrogation
Americans.
capabilities of most criminal law enforcement and regulatory
agencies, without which entrenched, latent corruption is unlikely
to be revealed.
To appreciate the referenced vulnerability of average Americans to
detrimental, covert schemes under color of U.S. local, state, and/or federal law

2
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is to appreciate the inappropriateness of that end being served by the U.S.
Office of Special Counsel (OSC).
Statement of Drafting and Financial Support
Pursuant to FRAP 29(5)(A), (B), and (C), Amicus Curiae Andrew Dudley
Jackson states that no party's counsel authored this brief in whole or part.
Further, no party's counsel contributed money intended to fund preparing or
submitting the brief.

Amicus Curiae Andrew Dudley Jackson is a co-founder, Executive
Committee Board Member, and Deputy Director of National Judicial Conduct
and Disability Law Project, Inc. (NJCDLP), a nonprofit legal reform
organization headquartered in the Chicago metropolitan area.

NJCDLP is

underwriting the cost of producing and submitting this brief.

Petitioner

Joseph P. Carson as well as other members of the general public have
provided financial contributions to NJCDLP in th~ past, but not for the specific
purpose of preparing, producing, and/ or submitting this brief.

3
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Argument

I.
Undoubtedly the U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC) lacks adequate
staff and funding to fulfill its expansive role in exposing and vindicating
serious government and government-related waste, fraud, and abuse which adds proverbial insult to injury when it and/or the Merit Systems
Protection Board (MSPB) obscures related constraints and inaction
through specious interpretations of OSC obligations.
What was true in 2004 and reconfirmed in 2010, seems to prevail this
second quarter of 2016: "... the role of the (U.S.) federal government as the

court of last resort when it comes to dealing with abusive government officials has
long been spothj, with almost all of the matters recommended for prosecution by
the FBI being declined by the assistant U. S. Attorneys. "2

Then there is the

unlikelihood of triggering any form of government investigation, not to
mention criminal prosecution of official misconduct, particularly when it is
not linked to obvious garden variety crimes.

And discovering related

misdeeds through civil litigation is no longer a viable option, presuming it
ever was.

See, Crenshaw-Logal, Zena. "The Official End of Judicial

Accountability Through Federal Rights Litigation: Ashcroft v. Iqbal", 35 Am.].

Trial Advoc. 125 (Summer 2011).

See, the 2004 report of Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse (TRAC),
Syracuse University, at http://trac.syr.edu/tracreports/civright/107 /
2

4
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U.S. law enforcement whistleblowers subjected to retaliatory criminal
prosecutions are among the very few discernible groups of Americans likely
entitled to a reasonably thorough government investigation of apparent
misdeeds against them under color oflaw. See, Zena D. Crenshaw-Logal, Esq.*,
Dr. Andrew D. Jackson, and Dr. Sandra Nunn. "How To Get Away With Career
Murder:

The

Unconstitutional

Blueprint for

Systematically

Purging

Whistleblowers from U.S. Law Enforcement" Bepress Selected Works (2016)
accessible

at

https://works.bepress.com/zena crenshaw-logal/8/

A

supposedly much more privileged group when it comes to accessing the
investigatory power of U.S. government is everyone comprising America's
federal workforce. In fact the U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC) is the only
U.S. government agency to which anyone -

at least any American -

can

bring concerns about violations of law by federal agencies (or their licensees
or contractors) or substantial and specific danger to public health or safety
(including workplace health and safety) involving federal agencies, their
licensees or contractors . . . even if their concerns involve classified
information -

and the OSC can, as a result of their disclosure, direct the

agency head to respond in a permanent, publicly available record. See, Title 5
USC §1213(g)(l).
5
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Another group with coveted powers, albeit after they have suffered one
or more violations of Title 5 USC §2302(b)(l), is EEO complainants.
Responsibility for redressing Title 5 USC §2302(b)(l), EEO offenses and
federal workplace related violations of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
was transferred from the Civil Service Commission (Office of Personnel
Management) to the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC),
effective January 1, 1979. See, President's Reorganization Plan #1of1978, 43
F.R. 19807, 92 Stat. 3781. Once the EEOC confirms a referenced EEO and/or
Title VII violation 3 , only the OSC is empowered to seek disciplinary action
against the malefactor federal agency employee(s).

See, Title 5 USC

§§1216(a)(5), (b) and (c).
Seeking disciplinary action against a federal employee who unlawfully
withholds information requested via the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA),
Title 5 U.S.C. §552, is also within the OSC's exclusive province. See, Title 5 USC

Of course by 1995, the EEOC was described by at least one major media
outlet as overworked and ineffective. See, Arndt, Michael. "Overworked,
Ineffective, Eeoc Can't Keep Up", Chicago Tribune (February 12, 1995) at
http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1995-02-12/news/9502120232 1 eeocnew-boss-discrimination Through its radio broadcast, Domestic Threat 2016,
and other public awareness efforts, The Coalition for Change, Inc. (C4C)
addresses "Racism and Reprisal in the Federal Sector" and attests to
continued EEOC dysfunction. Learn more about C4C and Domestic Threat
2016 at htt;p://www.coalition4change.net
3

6
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§§552(a)(4)(F) and 1216(a)(3). Only OSC has the power to seek disciplinary
action against agency officials who refuse to comply with Merit Systems
Protection Board (MSPB) Orders restoring federal employees subjected to
federal agency wrongdoing. See, Title S USC §1215(a)(1)(C). Perhaps in its
purest form of offensive or preventative action, the OSC can, and is actually
obliged to review U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) regulations to
assess whether they may trigger or otherwise facilitate prohibited personnel
practices. See, Title S USC section 1212(a)(4).
Awesome OSC powers notwithstanding, in 2010, your Amicus Curiae
Andrew Dudley Jackson joined a stellar coalition of U.S.-based good
government advocates in representing to the U.N. that the capacity "... of
average Americans to effectively petition their government, is so diluted or
compromised that what would otherwise be our constitutional and universal
human rights are no more than privileges, doled out at government
discretion." See, "Joint Stakeholders' Universal Periodic Review Submission U.S. of America - November 2010)", p 1 (April 15, 2010).4 Nothing evidences
the truth of that representation more than the OSC rendered a "bladeless knife
4The 2010 U.N. submission is reportedly maintained online by the U.N. High
Commissioner for Human Rights and it is also accessible at
http://media.wix.com/ugd/fa6d06 82a5890e4d89c2c37225043400fdca89.p
df
7
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without a handle", i.e., an OSC inadequately staffed and funded to fulfill its
expansive role in exposing and vindicating serious government and
government-related waste, fraud, and abuse. It adds overwhelming insult to
the ominous injury of that predicament to justify OSC constraints if not
outright inaction through specious (at best) interpretations of its obligations,
whether supplied by the OSC and/or the Merit Systems Protection Board
(MSPB).s

s So far hundreds of people are showing support through online "likes" for a
petition with thirty-five (35) signatures requesting "U.S. Senator Ron Johnson
(R-WI), Chairman of the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Committee (HSGAC), to put a 'hold' on Carolyn Lerner's nomination to a
second five year term as Special Counsel, the head of the ... OSC" until she
"cooperates in obtaining answers to . . . two important questions about OSC's
duty to protect American health, safety, security and welfare." See,
https: //www.change.org/p/ron-johnson-demand-that-special-counsellerner-answer-special-questions-before-beingreconfirmed?recruiter=18157 42&utm source=share petition&utm medium=
copylink Amassing large displays of public support is no easy task when the
underlying topic is inadequate protection for First Amendment activities and
those directly impacted are devastated by too often brutal retaliation!
8
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II.
Despite his exceptional number of reported victories, the OSC and
MSPB have transformed the quest for whistleblower and merit system
protection of Petitioner Joseph P. Carson into a task suitable for
Sisyphus of Greek mythology, which unconstitutional action may
constitute persecution or even psychological torture prohibited by key
U.S. human rights treaties.
Article 2, sections 3(a) and (b) of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights (ICCPR) provides that each State Party to it "undertakes:
(a) To ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms ... are violated shall
have an effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has been
committed by persons acting in an official capacity; (b) To ensure that any
person claiming such a remedy shall have his right thereto determined by
competent judicial, administrative or legislative authorities, or by any other
competent authority provided for by the legal system of the State, and to
develop the possibilities of judicial remedy". See, ICCPR, Art. 2, §§3(a) and (b).
(emphasis added). The U.S. signed the ICCPR in 1977 and ratified or acceded to

it in 1992.6

Yet the OSC, and the MSPB through rulings such as those

precipitating the consolidated appeal at hand, are major parts of the "shell
game" decried by Opt IN USA, a grassroots U.S. foreign policy reform, judicial

These dates are confirmed at multiple locations online including
http: //www.ushrnetwork.org/our~work/issues/iccpr

6

9
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accountability, and human rights ' campaign.7 See, "New Report Deems U.S.
Human Rights Enforcement a Shell Game", PR Log (2/16/16), accessible at
https://www.prlog.org/12533683-new-report-deems-us-human-rightsenforcement-shell-game.html

At least for Petitioner Joseph P. Carson, the

OSC and MSPB have transformed seeking whistleblower and merit system
protection into a task suitable for Sisyphus of Greek mythology, which
unconstitutional action may constitute persecution or even psychological
torture prohibited by key U.S. human rights treaties. See, "Americans In
Jeopardy: When Human Rights Protection Becomes America's Executive,

Legislative, and Judicial Branch Shell Game", pp 28-29, accessible at
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/lzwnquwhouiOpud/AACs10FA3kADSif MWR
gqLlea/Americans 0Ai20In%>20Jeopardy full-graphics.pdf!dl=O Involved is not
only quasi-judicial error, but also prospects of "The Third Degree" (TTD), a
distinct and persistent pattern of U.S. legal system abuse that makes a charade
Your Amicus Curiae Andrew Dudley Jackson is an Opt IN USA coordinator.
Ultimately the campaign's goal is to secure: U.S. ratification of the Optional
Protocol to its ICCPR and CAT (Convention against Torture and Other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment) so that Americans can seek
enforcement of these treaties; prompt and reasonably thorough investigative
hearings by the U.S. House Judiciary Committee on the nature and scope of
The Third Degree, a distinct and persistent pattern of U.S. legal system abuse;
and prompt recommendations to each U.S. state that the judiciary
committee(s) of their respective legislatures conduct parallel investigations.
7

10
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of administrative and court processes; participants only appear to be part of
adjudicatory processes.a
Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, Amicus Curiae, Andrew Dudley Jackson,
prays for reversal of the Merit Systems Protection Board in Carson v. Office of

Special Counsel, Individual Right of Action (IRA) appeal numbers AT-1221-140620-W-1 as well as AT-1221-15-0092-W-1.

Respectfully Submitted,

!=u~df:t?n~
Amicus Curiae Pro Se

7519 W. 77th Avenue
Crown Point, IN 46307
c/o 219.865.6774 Ext. 1

8

For a detailed description of TTD, visit http://www.thethirddegree.net
11
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